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COMMENTATOR. A COMPUTER SYSTE}{ SIÌ\'TULATTNG VERBAL BEHAVfOUR

Bengt Siqurd

The COMMENTATOR system has been developed to test ideas about

verbal production, but the svstem has also practical applica-
tions in automatic systems (robots) used to connent on situa-
tions or processes, e g automatic radar operators. The present

version of the system is implemented in BASIC on a micro com-

puter (ABC 80, produced by Luxor and Scandiametric, Sweden).

The system first generates a scene on the screen, which is used

as the stimulus for the automatíc corûnents. The comments are

intended to simulate the comments human subjects couÌd utter
when watching the same scene. The scene is very simple, as it
is designed to elicit simple comments on the movements and

states of a few actors. The scene presently studied is a situa-
tion rrhere two persons called Adam and Eve in the comments and

marked by A and E on the screen move around in front of a gate
(see fiq I). Human commentators tend to attribute an intention
to get into the gate to the actors. Some spectators identify
the gate t^tith the gate of Paradise.

The t\tro figures A and E move upwards or downwards, to the righl
or to the lefL. lfhen each figure moves is controlled by random

numbers, but the length of the jumps is set by the operator at
the beginning of the program. Each new situation gives rise to

a set of comments (see Appendix I). The computer generates ne\^¡

situations spontaneously unless the operator chooses to define
the situation himself. The operator may place the thTo actors
Adam and Eve at any place on the screen, if he choses this
option. If not the two figures are placed automatically on the
middte line of the screen' Adam to the left and Eve to the
right and then moved from there according to the instructions
of the random numbers.
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Försökspersoners kommen-
tarer (Subjegts comments)

Situation I

Jag tycker (P) att Adam
närmar sig. (P) sakteliga
och Eva verkar nästan som
hon går bortåt.
(T think Adam is approach-
ing slow1y and. Eve seems
to move away)

Situation 2

Nu (P) blir/koruner/är
dom närmare varandra (P)
Båda rör sig uppåt mot
porten (P) Eva närmast nu.
(Now they are approaching
each other. Both are moving
towards the gate. Eve is
closest)

Situation 3

Man undrar om Eva skafl
komma rakt in i porten (P)
Adam är nu långt ute till
höger
(One wonders rirhether Eve
will get straþht into the
gate. Adam is far to the
riqht now) ':

Fig 1 Sample comments from subjects watching the screen where
Adam and Eve move around before the gate. P marks a
pause (hesitation)

E

A

LnJ
E A
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The swedish text (paragraph) produced as connents on the scene

by the computer may be focused on Adam or Eve or oscillate ran-

donly betr"/een the two. A variable chosen between 0 and t has to

be set at the beginning of the program. If it is set at I the

program will only com¡nent on Adam, if at 0 only on Eve' rf it

is set at 0.5 the program l^till divide its altention betr^/een

the tv/o. The automatic comments sho\"¡n in the appendix are all-
generaùed \4tith the focus variable set at 0.5' The alternation
of focus on Adam (A) , Eve (n) or both (A+E) is illustrated in

fig 3, where the "question menu" followed in the comments is

also shown. The comnents (.see Appendix I) are governed by a

kind of check list (here called question rnenu) and concern the

tocalization and movements of Adam and Eve in relation to the
gate. In particular, the cornments state whether Adam and Eve

approach the gate or not, who is the closest, if any one of

them is close or even in the gate. The comments elicited from

human beings deal with such questions although in a rather re-

fined way, which can only be imitated roughly at present (com-

pare the human conmenÈs of fig 1 and the computer comments of

Appendix I).

As the Commentator is a research tool it avoids e I ready-made

sentencês tailored to foreseeable situations. The system tries
to incoÍporate psychological and linguistic knowledge about

human communication. The sentences are created afresh applying
known or assumed properties of the human perceptive, cognitive
and linguistíc capacites. In particular, ideas of texÈ linguis-
tics and sentence gram¡nar are built into the slzstem.

Even a simple project as this forces one to face many of the
deep problems of human speech and language- Constructing the
system requires making many interesting hyphotheses concerning

human text production, and the computer implementation makes

it necesarry to be concrete and exact which furthers scientific
work. The commentator offers a valuable instrument for testing
complicated models of speech production.
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The main structure o f the proqram

The main structure of the program is indicatect in fig 2, where
the components of the model and their tasks are outlined. The
general directj-on of the process is from the top in the figure,
but as some of the component.s are subroutines they could be
called upon in any order. A print-out of the program is given
in Appendix TI.

fn the beginning of the program (line 5) the operator is re_
quested to tell who he r,¿ants the comments to focus on and to
state \,rhat size steps he r^rants to use for their rand,om jumps.
Because of the limits used with the random numbers the choice
has an effect on the general movement (program: Dragning) of
Adam and Eve. If the variable is set at 2 or more, the figures
will move upwards and towards the left. If the step is set at
I or 0 the figures will_ move gradually to the right and down_
wards. The program furthermore asks whether the operator wants
to place A and E himself or fet the program do it. If he an_
swers N, the two figures will be placed automaticafly t.o the
left and right in the middle of the screen and wlfl move around
according to the rando¡n numbers. rf the operator decides to
locate Adam and Eve himself, he has to ans$/er J and give the
coordinate values of the row (l-24) and the cofumn (1_39) for
A and E. All these prelimi-naries have been deart with in lines
5-35. Line 40 deletes previous drawings from the screen, lines
45-57 draw the gate, A and E and their previous locations
(marked a and e) . so far we have onry been concerned. !,/ith the
parts of the program which produce the stimulus to be commented
on by the commentator program proper.
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Lines Component

10-
2t Pri-mary infor-

mation
Secondary infor-
mat ion

Task

Get values of
primary dimen-
sions
Derive values
of complex
dimensi-ons

Determine objects
in focus (refe-
rents) and topics
according to menu

7T

Result (sample)

Localization
coordinates

Distances, right-
left, under-over

Identif. of sub-
ject, object and
instructions to
test abstract Pre-
dicates with these

Positive or nega-
tive propositions
and instructions
how to proceed

Sentence struc-
ture with further
instructions

L52-
r83

2L0-
232

500

900

600-
800-

700-

Focus and topic
planning expert

Verification
expert

Test whether the
conditions for
the use of the
abstract predi-
cates are met in
the situation (on
the screen)

Sentence struc-
ture
(syntax) expert

Sentence connec-
tion (textua-l-,

tion)

Reference expert
(subroutine )

Lexicaf expert
(dictionarv

Phonological
(pronunciation,
printing) expert

order the abstract
sentence constitu-
ents (subject, pre-
dicate, object);
basic prosody

Insert conjunc-
tions, connective
adverbs; prosodi-c
features

Determine whether
pronouns, proper
nouns, or other
expressj-ons could
be used

Translate (substÍ-
tute) abstract
predicates

Prorrounce or print
the assembled
structure

Sentences with
word such as ock-
så (too), dock
(however)

Pronouns, proper
nouns, indefinite
or finite NPs

Surface phrases,
words

Uttered or
printed sentence
(text)

1000

Fig 2 ComponenLs of the text producti-on model underlying
Commentator
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The primary input values (coordinates) of the subsequent ver-
balÍzaÈion component,s may be considered primary human infor-
mation. Lines 100-140, however, produce a kind of secondary,
derived ínformation. In this part of the program some conclu-
sions are drawn concerning. Adam and Eve and thqir relations to
each other and the gate. The program calcufates values (H and
U) which allow the program to tell \^/hether A and E are to the
xight or to the left of and above or below each other and the
gate. Furthermore the distances (D) bet\.feen A, E and the gate
are calcufated (uslng Pythagoras' theorem). These facts are used
\,Ìhen the verbaf comments are being constructed, but they do not
automatically result in simple comments telling if A is above
or below E etc. Thè verbal comments often summarize severaf of
these facts in one simple word.

The primary coordj-nate values, the secondary values derived by
various calculations, and the memories of the previous situa-
tions and what has been said, make up the basis of the process
of verbalization (lines 152 onwards) . The verbafization part
of the program consists of a planning section (1ines f52-f83) ,

a verífication section (l-ines 2IO-232), a sentence construction
section (line 500), referential- subroutines (600- and 800-) , a

lexical section (700-) where the proper words equívalent to the
concepts chosen are found, a sentence connecting section (900-)
\4¡here connecti-ve adverbs and conjunctions are inserted, and a
pronuncíation (or printing) section (1000).

The planning section consists of two parts, Iines 152-166 where
Adam is in focus, and lj-nes 170-183, where Eve is in focus.
The lines choose the subject (S) and if necessary an object
(0) or addítionaf arguments. These lines afso include instruc-
tions to go to the verification section and test the proposi-
tions suggested. The order of the lines corresponds to the
menu of guestions (toplcs). The planning section also sets
variables Hf,H2,Fl-,F2 eLc to be used to avoid repetion of sen-
tences uttered, Random numbers are used to guide the jumps bet-
ween the t\do sections focusing Adam and Eve.
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The verification section tines 2f0-232 tests whether the pro-

position sugsested is true or false. The conditions of a pre-

dicate make up a kínd of pragmatic or operational definition'

If the conditj-ons for a term are met the line sets the deep

predicate variable (P) and instructs the processor to 90 to

line 500 to construct a sentence.

The referent secti-ons test \'rhether pronouns can be used' They

include several ad hoc solutions in the present version of the

program. Referents are first identified by numbers (Adam=l'

Eve=2, the gate=3) and the referent subroutines determine how

these referents are best expressed, given the sentence under

construction, the previous text, and the communicative situ-

ation. The basic ideas of this approach are developed in

Sicrurd (1980).

The l-exicaf sectíon translates the semantic prímes (concepts

identified b1z a Swengfish notation) into real Swedish words

and phrases and inserts them in the variabfes (parts of speech)

which are to be the constituents of the surface sentence' In

the present version this part is very crude, but in future

versionsthis grammatical- machinery will be much more complex

arrlflexible to allow e g inverted word order, a characteristic

of swedish used when some constituent other than the subject

introduces the sentence. Roughly speaking the content of the

sentence is expressed in terms of case grammar plus some addi-

tional- i_nformation and the constructor tries to build a surface

representationusing whatever granmatical categories and vari-

aL¡les are needed. The extended Basic used is .in fact quite ver-

satile for expressing grammatical operations.

Lines 1000-1005 control the printing of the sentence' A phone-

tic version would need the equivalent of the speech mechanism

and its motor organization. The proqram also has to memorize

(store) previous subjects (S1) and predicates (P1) , set varí-

abfes used at zero etc. This is handÌed in several IÍnes' in

particular 183, which also handles the jump back to line 16'

which starts the Process anew.
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Producinq comments

vle will now fol1ow the generation of some conìments according
to the program described. As an exanple we wÍl1 show how the
set of comments labeled A i-n Appendix I were generated. All
details of the program cannot be run through as such explana_
tions would require many more pages. Some knowledge of ex-
tended Basic is certainly helpful.

Line 5 asks the operator to determine the size of the step.
After having set it at 2 and deciding to focus on Adam and Eve
interchangably by setting the variable X at 0.5, the operator
has to decide whether he rrants to place Adam and Eve. He de_
cedes to place Adam to the right of Eve and the gate (the
exact values of the coordinates will not be given). Lines 40_
57 draw the gate and the two persons according to the values
specified for R (row) and K (column) for I (Adam) , and 2 (Eve)
and 3 (the gate).

Line 100 will compute H, i e the right-left value, by subtrac_
ting the column value of Eve (K(2)) from the col-umn value of
Adam. since the corumn value of Eve is smaller than that for
Adam, H(1,2) will be positive (I{>0). This fact is later used
for testing in fine 210. Similary, line lO5 computes a value
(U(1,2)) which is positive as the vafue of the row for Adam
(R(1) ) is greater than the corresponding varue for Eve (R(2) ) .
Line 110 computes the distance between Adam and Eve (D (L,2))
by adding the squared vertical difference to the squared hori_
zontal difference according to pythaqoras' theorem.

The line 150 opens a file (fil) for orinting and sets a number
of variables at 0, Line l-5f lets a rand.om number decide whether
the comments should begin on Adam or Eve. As the random number
was greater than 0.5 the processor goes to line 170. Line 170
sets the subject (S) as 2 and the object (0) as I. The next
instruction is to go to the subroutine at line 2Lo to verify
a proposi-tion suggested by the question menu.

Line 210 will find out whether H(S,O) with S=2 and 0=l is
qreater than 0. As this is not the casë the predicate variabl-e
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(P) will get the string "TOLEFT" and the further instruction to
go to 1j-ne 500. The subroutines of line 500 give instructions
to develop a surface subject (55Ð, a surface predicate (P5lX),

and a surface object (05þ0 . The printj-ng ínstruction illustrat-
ed does not print the whole unit (M) but prints the constit-
uents in order. By then the processor will know what the sur-
face subject, predicate and object will look fike and perhaps
whether a connective has been added.

Line 500 gives the ínstruction to go to subroutine 900 where
connectives may be introduced. Line 900 checks whether both
the current deep predicate (PIK) and the preceding predicate
(pl.X() are negated and similar. In that case the connectÍve
(CE) woul¿ be given the string "HELLER" (either). This may

only be the case in the present pÌogt-anì when Lhe precìlcaLes
are NCLOSE (not close) and the rul-e is therefore defined in an

ad hoc way based.on this fact- As the conditíons are not ful-
filled in our example the processor moves on to fine 905 to
test whether the current and the previous predicate are iden-
tical (without being negated as in NCLOSE). If so, the sentence
would incfude the connective adverb OCKSÅ (too). This j-s not
Èhe case r¡o\4r as we are in the beginning ot the comments, but
as can be seen from the other com¡nents both OCKSÂ and HELLER

occur later. In a phonetic version of Commentator var.ious
phonetic (prosodic) features such as contrasLive accents coufd
be assigned in this section. As none of the conditions are met

in our example, the processor returns to line 500 to find the
next instruction to go to fine 600, where the subject referent
expresslon is determined. Line 600 checks whether the special
subjects S8 and 59 contain I and 2, if not the conditions for
using the male pronoun "HAN" (he) are tested next. In the
present versj-on "HAN" may be used if t is the current subject
(S) and has been referred to either in the preceding subject
(Sl) or the preceding object (0I). es none of these conditions
are met and S is 2 which has not been used before I the program
ends up with SS="EVA". After returning, the processor goes to
line 700 and finds out that "TOLEFT" is rendered (in Swedish)
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by "iin TILL VANSTER oM", which is given to the predicate vari-
able P5H. rn a more sophisticated version of Commentator ":iR"
wilt be qiven after consultation of a tense veriable (tense is
not handled in the present system) will probably be

included in an AUX variable, The rest of the expression "TILL
VÄNSTER oM" wifl also be distributed on proper constituents.
This wifl affow the appJ-ication of general word order rules and

the insertion of the proper phonetic features in a future
phonetic version of Corünentator.

Having found the predicate the processor returns to line 500,

finds a proper referent expression for the subject by going
to fine 800 and prints the sentence created by line 1000. rt
then returns to line 210 and further back to line 170 of the
planning section. As can be seen the referent subroutines work
nicely producing the names Adam and Eve and the proununs han,

hon, honom, henne at proper places. The grammatical- situations
are, however, rather simple compared to all the situations
dealt with in discussions of pronominalization.

Being back on line l-70 the variable H2 is set at 1, which pro-
hibits the system from repeating the same sentence while on

line I52. Since H1=0 and the new random number is smaller than
0.5 the processor decides to gc to line 152, i e focus on Adam.

It wiÌl find out that it is proper to say that Adam is to the
right of Eve and since it cannot then focus on Eve again' as

H2>0 it proceeds to say something about Adam's right-left re-
lation to the gate. He is found to be to the rÍght of the gate
as well (OCKS,Â'). The following steps can be seen j"n fig 3. At
line lB3 the processor returns to line 16 and the process may

start all over agaín.

Some theoretical ts

The Commentator is not just a computer program but a research
method. The system suggests lines of research and experiments
in human communication. Such experiments may be oriented t.o-
wards linguistics, phonetics' psychology, artifi-cial intelli-
gence, computer science or they may be directed towards
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practical applications such as systems for afarm, vigilance,
guidance etc. There is some j-nterest in similar systems all
over the world (see references) but the Commentator is pro-
bably the only of its kind producing Swedish text. We wilf now

discuss the primary and secondary information used as input in
the verbal.ization parts of the program. The present program
gets some prímary coord.inate values and derives some secondary
information by processes which perhaps may be called cognitive.
These secondary facts I some of whlch are needed by the verifi-
cation processes, are calculated for every situation in sec-
tion 100-140. These calculations are sufficient for the present
predicates, but how about human beings? How manv facts
and, conclusiona are derived by humans without being used in
the verbafization process for communication. This problem
touches the general problem of the relation between language
and thought. The present model assumes that human beings ex-
perience some primary information and derive some ad-
ditional information during the flow of consclousness. Behind
each utterance there is, however, a decision to focus on a few
referents, select a few problems to be commented on and an in-
tention to communicate this to a listener in the situat.ion at
hand. Out of the enormous number of sensations from the out-
side or inside which reach a person only some are selected to
be packed into a proposition and communicated.

The planning section (lines f52=lB3) decides which questions
are to be put about which referents. The conseguences of these
decisions are positive or negative sentences. The design of
this secLion determines the direction and coherence of the
text. It is important to note that one of the reasons for a

planning section of the type demonstrated is that it produces
positive as well as negaLive sentences in a convenient and

natural way. Negatlve sentences occur as the result of decl-
sions to find out whether something is true or not.

In the present version where Adam and Eve move around in front
of the gate it is natural to comment on their localizatj-on,
movements and advances towards the qate. Experiments with
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human subjects indicate that corunents vary wiLh time. The first
comments state the localizations of the actants but later com-

ments may only concern changes. If nothing is said, the situ-
ation may be assumed. to be the same - a convention relied upon

by both speaker and fj-stener. Experiments with subjects also
indicate that the number of comments decreases and the com-

ments focus on the assumed attempts of the actors to get into
the gate. Later co[unents seem to make the most of the compe-

titive features of the scene and treat it as a hockey match.
Human commentators feef the need to vary the comments as well.
The present computer program cannot compete vtith human com-

mentators in these respects. Its comments get monotonous and

boring pretty quickly, as can be verfied in Appendix I.

The planning section determines which referents shoufd be fo-
cused on (I,2 or both) and v¡hich questions should be answered

about these referents. One might ask whether the referents or
the questions to be asked come to mind fj-rst in human beings
or both. The problem is related to the problem whether the
predicate determines (is subordinate to) the subject or vice
versa. The present program focuses the units to be commented

on first and then goes to the predicate subroutine to verify
a hypothesis concerning the subject.

The verification takes place in lines 2IO-232. If Adam is in
focus, he ís tested successively on a number of points. The

variable S is then set at I (Adam's identification number) and

the processor checks whether he is to the right or left of Eve

(2) and the gate (3), whether he is approaching (NÄRM) or going
away from (DrSTöK) the gate and Eve. The question menu includes
the instructions to go to the sections of verification. In the
present system, the fact that the conditions of a predicate
are not met does not generally result in a negative sentence.
The resuft is generally no sentence and a reader is assumed

to draw his conclusions from \,rhat is said and not said accor-
ding to the conventions of communication. The system delivers
positj-ve sentences as does human text most of the time. The

only exception is line 230, where closeness is tested. The
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faifure to meet the conditions of verification there resufts
in the predicate NCLOSE which wilt be rendered as "är inte
nära" (is not cfose to) Lry the lexicaf rules. The program
raises an interestinq question concerning negative sentences
which has to Lre answered experimentally and by extensive
studies of genuine texts. How often and when do human beings
use negative sentences? Why is it that negative sentences are
so rare? They seem to make up only a smafl percentage of the
sentences of texts. Why do people avoid making negative state-
ments? How can this feature be buift into a text production
model?

The Commentator also forces its constructor to take a stand on
some grammaticaf issues. The present version, although gram-
maticafly not very rcfincd, uses a case grammar or predicate
calculus notation as the deep semantic representation. The
arguments are seen as mental units to be given labels later
for identification by the listener. They are only identifled
by numbers in the beginníng, which raises the questions of
the psychological and cognitive status of these efements.

The construction of a sentence is then made in several steps
which are only vaguefy reminiscent of the processes of trans-
formational grammar. There is no ord.er among the deep semantic
units: the deep predicate, the deep subject (S), the deep
object (0) and any other variabfe stored which might be used
to derive the surface sentence. The order of calling the sub-
routines is introduced in line 500 of the program and this
makes it possible to add the results of the subroutines suc-
cessively and print Lhem in future experiments. Studies of
speech errors (cf Lineff , I9191 indicate that the planníng
may proceed on severaf fevels (in paralle1) or that the pro-
cess may proceed between different road.s. Tn future versions
of Commentator experiments wilf be made with different orders
bet\,,/een the subroutines called upon, \,7hich will make it pos-
sible to show how different \^/ord orders may occur. In partic-
ufar the differ:ent placements possible with connectives such
as þgIeg may be explained as differences in the order of
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calling the connective subroutine. The,gommentator offers an

instrument to test grarunatical models as performance models

which is very valuable. It ís also possible to simulate speech

errors or foreign accent by changing the contents or the order
of the components at work.

ProducÍn text a tion menu and a li-st of refe

The Commentator is based on a theory of text production whose

main components are a kind of check list r¡ihích may be ca1led
a questíonnaire or a question menu and a list of referents Èo

be checked. We may call this model the Questionnaire modef or
for short the Q-model of text production. Although the model

is illustrated by a closed fist of quest.ions and referents in
the present system its components may well be open or gradu-
ally changing.This is clearly a better model of human communi-

cation. Experiments v¡ith bigger and more flexible question
menus and referent lists simulating associative behaviour
(thinking) will be made in the future.

The rationale for such a model is the fact that a situation
may give rise to infinitely many conìments, but a human commen-

tator selects a few comments as relevant. Human colunentators
tend to make roughly the same choice of comments, but the
amount of variation has to be studied in detaiÌ before any

generalizations càn be made. Some of the economic principles
of communication have been encoded bry the philosopher Grice,
but the attempt to make a computer simulate human text produc-
tion indicates that hís principles have to be supplemented and

made more specific and concrete. 
.:

One of the pr.inciples of human communication is to avoid re-
petition - but this principle is not upheld too rigorously.
The Commentator makes the mistake of repeating information
for each new situation instead of resticting itself to com-

ments on changes. In a better version the system will note e gt

that Adam is to the right of Eve only at the beginning and if
he has been to the left for some time. It might sometimes

state that Adam is still to the left if this is the case, but
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noë as monotonously as in the current program.

The present progrâm avoids a Ìot of rePetition, however, by

setting a vaÍiable for each sentence uttered, and checking
this variable whenever it is on the point of uttering a nev¡

sentence. Still, the sysÈem seems Lo produce repetitions or at
least near-repetitl-ons when it says e g that Adam is to the
right of Eve and also that Eve is to the left of Adam. From

this we nay learn that converse terms have to be avoided or at
least treated wiùh care. Tt is clear that the program can be

improved in order to avoid or delete a number of unnecessary

or seemingly irrelgvant sentences. But it is not quite clear
which sentences arÞ conmunicatively redundant and experiments
with comput,er generated text Ís a suggestive supplem nt of
empirical studies of ordinary texts.

The use of a question ¡nenu also alfows the use of informative
(complex ) predÍcates instead of an enormous number of pri-

mitive predicates. It is thus more economical to state that
Adam is approaching the gate than to say if he ie to the left
of and below the gate that he has moved a little to the right
and a little upwards. ft is also more interesting and to the
point from a human point of vie\4¡. The complex predicaÈes do

not, however, only sum¡narize a certain number of primitive
predicates indicated by the conditions defining the predicates.
The complex predicates often add a special aspect of particulaf
interest to human observers. one might get a general idea of
the complexities of dífferent predicates by looking at the
number and types of conditions to be met in the definitions in
l-Ínes 210-232. IL is not, however, always clear hov'r vef,bal con-

cepts should be defined. The definitions used in the program

are operatÍonally correct although they might not be psycholo-
gically correct. Nêrma sig (approach) is e g defined as having

a smaller distance to the Òbject than at the preceding moment

of measurement. This is a repeated static way of defining
.cather thèn a dynamíc and it might be difficult to uphold this
definition when ít ís to be contrasted v/ith ¿lefinitions of such

words as circle, zlgzag, roam, strollr return, bounce, chase etc
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\,rhich might be used in other cornments. The program raises se-
veral interesting questj-ons about the definitions and use of
predicates and other r^7ords.

There are four main ways of continuing a text. one may (1) re-
peat v/hat has been said, which means using the same subject and

the same predicate, although perhaps vrith some minor styfistic
variation by synonyms etc. One may (2) keep the subject and ask

a new question about it, which leadsto a new affirmative or ne-
gative sentence. A further !úay to proceed is (3) to keep the
same questíon and ask it about a new referent (subject) . A last
alternative (4) is to ask a new question about a new referent.
In this case the sentence is without any connection with the
preceding text and this woutd be considered a break in the co-
herence of the text. In genuine texts it is not, however, so

easy to identify such clearcut cases, but the types can be

distinguished in the texts produced by the Commentator. In fig
3 type 2 is represented by a verticaf line, type 3 by a hori-
zontal- ljne and type 4 by a diagonal.

The Commentator jumps along the questíon mer¡u either in the
lines 152-166 or the lines 170-183. fn the lines 152-166 Adam

is in focus and in 179-183 Eve is in focus. The jumps are con-

trolled by random numbers and the variabfe set in the beginning
of the program by the operator. If the variable is set at I the
program follov¡s the instructions in the lines 152-f66, if it is
set at 0.5 the processor will jump from section f52-I66 .t:o

170-183 and back one or severaf times (see fig 3) . When the
processor proceeds Ín the same section it follows the second

way of text continuatíon, asking a new question about the same

subject (except when going to line I77) . Vlhen it jumps to the
second section it follows the third type of continuing a text,
asking the same question about a new (although by now rather
wefl-known) referent. The processor is prohibited from jumping

back and producing the same sentence again by setting variables
each time a sentence is produced. Human beings often seem to
repeat themselves by qoing back to the same part of the ques-
tj-on menu and this human feature coul-d easily be imitated in
Cómmentator.
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ouestion
menu

rN

CLOSE
DTRECT
NEAREST

APPROACH À/E
APPROACH G

RIGHT G
RIGHT A/E

rN
CLOSE

DIRECT
NEAREST

APPROACH A/E
APPROACH G

RTGHT G
RTGHT A/E

Fiq 3

A EÀ+E
Referents as subject

A

G

B

H

c

ï

D

J K ï,

A EÀ+E

Graphic representation of the roads taken by the plan-
ning section (lines 152-183) when constructing the com-
mênts A-L in Appendix I. The computer is instructed to
focus equally on Adam and Eve, but the choice between
the two is also controlled bv random numbers. A=Adamr
E=Eve, G=Gate. The questíons are indicated by the words
in the question menu. These words are not completely
identical w.i-th predicates used ín the program. The \"/ord
DIRECT denotes the question which results in the surfac{
predicate "rör sig åt samma hå1I" (move in the same dí-
rection). A dot indicates that the corresponding ques-
tion of the menu has been asked about the corresponding
subject on the X-line and that the question has resulteò
in a positive or negative sentence. The process start.s
from the bottom. A horizontaf jump indicates that the
same question has been asked about the other referent
(subject). A vertical junp índicates that a new questiol
has been asked about the same subject.
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The question menu used in the present system seems to fit the
situations quite well, although the comments tend to be boring
and there is a need for new questions to be asked after a while
to satísfy the curiosíty of human readers or listeners. The

concept of question menu seems to be important, however, as ít
explains some of the success human beings have, when they try
to communicate. They use the same question menu and they learn
a number of standard menus to be used in standard situations.
It is probably also bÍologically important to have a number of
standard menus to follow when observing the world. They al1ow

a quiçk estimation of the state of events and the processes to
take into account. It is a matter of habit to apply such ques-

tion menus and adults are probably more rigíd and children more

fanciful in their approach to life. Education and experience
teach us good but conventional waystoaskquestions, approach

situations and com¡nunicate our experience to others. Experi-
ments with different types of subjects: children, adults'
specialists in different fields etc, will produce valÍd data
illustrating variatíons in question menus.

The question menu used by the program is a primitive standard
type used whenever we watch the world. rt is natural to note
the actors in motion and determine their localizations. one

might imagine a number of other standard menus to be used in
other standard situations. Such menus may exist for e g parties'
wa1ks, the school, fíghts, shoppings, visits to restaurants
etc. Tt is clear that it is natural to ask certain questions
in a certain order when telling about a person who visits a

restaurant: will the visitor find a table, wiII there be some-

body to serve him immediately, what wilf he choose, how does

the food taste, when does he pay the check, etc. Such situa-
tions have also been discussed in so called frame semantics
(cf Schank & Abelson, 1975) .

There are some general conclusions to be drawn from our ap-

proach (the Q-mode1) . Following a standard question menu may

create a correct text, but the result may soon get very boring.
When telling a story or writing a novel it is important to ask
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fresh and interestÍng questions and to focus on different ac-

tors interchangeably.It isr however, not so easy to teach a

computer how to follow this advice.

taf ials

It is possible to make a number of experiments with the present

versíon of Commentator or variants or extensions of it' The

scene may be used to elicit comments from groups of subjects

of different kinds. such texts were the starting polnt of the

project, but the details of such texts remain to be studied'

It would be interesting to elicit data from grouPs such as:

children of different age, old persons, verbally disordered

persons (e g aphasics) . The stimulus scene is also suitable for

experÍments with speakers of different languages' It is clear

even from a quick comparison between Swedish comments and equi-

valent English comments or translations of the Swedish comments

thatthesystempinpoíntsinterestingdifferencesbetweenlo-
calization and. movêment expressions. A system producing English

corrunents containing similar grammatical and fexical rules for

English will be developed in the near future. One advantage of
thê nresent stimul,us scene is that it elicits combarable com-

ments using concepts which can be expected to occur in all

lanqiuages. The foflowing notes illustrate the type of differen-

ces which can be expected to be found and mapped in this re-

stricted semantÍc field. Swedish uses reflexive verbs närmar

sig and avlägsnar sig från (as French s'appro cher s'éIo de

but English uses ¿ transitive verb approach and a phrase move

toward of go away from in the two cases where an increase or

decrease of the distance is observed.

Comnents may include many other terms and concepts than those

discussed so far. The analysis of the whole set of vert¡s used

in comments to describe localization and movements of different

types would be interesting. Comments are expected to include

many more words denoting e g moving in steps, in cj-rcles ' back

and forth moving rapidly and sIowly, approaching while moving

in the same direction (chasing), getting behind' overtake etc'
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Verbs of movement have been studied a greât deal but to my

knowledge no studies have used elicitation by a scene such as
the one under discussion. Compared to most tests the program is
speciaf as it offers a changing scene.

The Commentator is designed to produce written text, but a fu-
ture version producing spoken text is being planned. There are
several speech production systems bej-ng developed in the wor1d,
but most of them are restricted in one or several ways. The
system developed by Carlsson and cranström (I975) produces
speech from vrrj-tten text but the gualíty of such systems cannot
be perfect until the system understands \,fhat it is reading. The
Co[unentaLor offers ot,her posibilities as it simulates the whole
verbalization process, The system does indeed ,'understand" what
it is saying. (On the ot.her hand it cannot say very much). It
is possible to insert v/hatever phonetic markers are needed
along the line of pËoduction in the different components. This
has 1n fact been indicated in fig 2.

The prosodic features of speech are of particular interest and
it woufd be most interesting to buil_d senÈence prosodic fea-
tures into the model-. The study of prosody will probably give
many cues to the understanding of the production process. There
are several ideas which can be built into a phonetic version
of Commentator (Lindblom et aL, 1976, Bruce and Gårding, i-97ïl.
The Corunentator may be used to demonstrate verbal dísorders of
different types. Disturbances in the different components of
fig 2 can be recognlzed in dj-fferent types of disorders. Dys-
phonologi.caf disorders can be demonstrated by introducj-ng con-
straints in the printing function. The present version does not
include any phonological (graphemic) rules operating at the
output, but it is quite simple to include phonological rules
written in BASIC deleting certain consonants, changing certaj_n
vowefs etc. Such programs have been \,ffitten at the institute.

The printing function can be varied to allow experimentation
simulating different size of short term memory. In that case
the printing function might take into account the length of the
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string stored in the different variables to be prínted. If only
a short string is allowed and the system is designed to print
hrhenever the memory is fulf it will often print before the whole
sentence is completed.

Anomia can be located to the lexical rules of the present model.
The model allows us to distingulsh between cases where the
speaker has not observed the situation correctly, has not made

the verification correctly, has an incorrect definition of a

concept and cases where he cannot find the proper word for a

concept he wants to express. Aggrammat5-sm might be located in
the referential routines or sentence coherence routines or
agreement routines whj-ch are not, however, worked out in the
present version.

Difficulties in planning discourse and keeping the topic can

be localized to the planning section (and the sentence connec-
tion section). Difficulties in the long term planning of dis-
course and sudden changes of the topic is a charicteristic of
thought dÍsordered schizophrenic speech. We may characterize
such schizophrenic speech in terms of the modef as speech pro-
duced t^¡ith an interupted question menu or with sudden shift of
the menu. Other features of schizophrenic speech involve other
components.

The study of verbal disorders is important as it may suqgest
how a productíon model is best organized. A model has to be

evaluated according to its potentials in explaining both normal
and abno¡rnal verbal behaviour.

The Corunentator may afso be changed by using other stimufus
scenes, different question menus, diferent primitive predicates,
different language as output etc. A sophisticated system should
be flexible enough to handle complex real life situations and

comment on unexpected events. As all other projects the Com-

mentator i-s far from this goa1.
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Prac tical lications

Commentator is designed to serve as a tool- in basic psycholin-
guistic research, but it has a number of potential practical
applications. Among those one might imagine cases when instru-
ment readings are better summarized in words. There might be

several situations in industrial processes' space voyages, di-
ving expeditions etc where one would prefer words. Instrument
readings give exact figures, but communicating tables of fi-
gures is in many cases both too time consuming and too paper-

consurning. Human language 1s an economic system for handling
what is important in a functional way. Coding situatj-ons in
human language is often the best \,iay to communicate facts. lfhen

used by humans hlho know all the conventions of language com-

munj-catj-on discussed earlier, words are extremely powerful.

Among the most obvious applications are automatic systems for
rad.ar surveillance (automatic radar operators or robots). It
is easy to imagine a version of CoÍunentator where the values
of the rad.ar screen are taken as input. The coordinates will
identify echoes of airplanes or ships, and the system may give
each echo a label as is the habit in military radar surveil-
lance. The system may easily keep track of the objects ob-
served and comhent on chanqes of interest. Such comments could
in fact be very similar to the ones discussed .in the present
system. Generally, they deal with distance, direction, probable
goals, speed. Comnents may be given in vrriting or' if a pho-

netic version of Con¡nentator is constructed, in spoken language-
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EVA
HAN
HAN
HAN
EVA
HON
HON
HON

EVA
HAN
HAN
HAN
HAN
HAN
EVA

.ä,R TItL V¡iNSTER OM ADAT{
ÄR TILI, HöGER OM HENNE
JTR TTLL HöGER OM PORTEN OCKSÂ
NÄRMAR SIG DEN
NÃRMAR SIG DEN OCKSÂ
NARMAR SIG ADAIq OCKSÄ
JTR NA,RMAST PORTEN
liR INTE NÄRA DEN A

Eve is to the left of Adam
He is to the right of her
He is to the ríght of the gate too
He is approaching it
Eve is approaching too
She is approaching Adam.too
She is closest to thê gate

EVA ?iR TILL V}iNSTER OM ADAI4
HAN A,R TILL HöGER OM HENNE
HAN JdR TILI, ¡TöGER OM PORTEN OCKSÂ
HAN N}iRMAR SIG DEN
HAN NÄRMAR SIG EVA OCKSA.
HON NÄRMAR STG HONOM OCKS.A, B
HON ÄR N.I{RMAST PORTEN
HON AR INTE N.A.RJ\ DEN
ADAM ÄR TNTE NÄRA DEN HELLER

ADAM ¡iR TTLL HöGER OM EVA
HAN ,A.R TILL HöGER OM PORTEN OCKSÂ
HAN N}iRMAR SIG DEN
EVA NA,RMAR SIG DEN OCKS.E
HON NÄRMAR SIG ADAM OCKSÂ
HAN AR INTE NJ{RA PoRTEN

ADAM ÄR TTLL HöGER OT4 EVA
IION A,R TILL VÄNSTER OM.HONOM
HON ÄR TILL VÄNSTER OM PORTEN OCKSÂ
HON N}iRMAR SIG DEN
HON NÄRMAR SIG ADAM OCKSÁ,
HÄN N.IiRMAR SIG HENNS OCKS.Â D
HAN ÄR INTE NA,RÂ PORTEN

c

ÄR TILL V}iNSTER OM ÀDAI4
ÄR TTLL HöGER oM HENNE
}iR TILL HöGER OM PORTEN OCKSÂ
NÄRMAR SIG DEN
NÄRMAR SIG EVA OCKSÂ
;TR INTE N}iRA PoRTEN
}iR INTE N¡iRA DEN HELLER E

EVA ÄR TILL HöGER OM ADAM
HAN ÄR TILL VÄNSTER OM HENNE
HAN A,R TTLL VÄNSTER OM PORTEN OCKSÂ
HAN N.6,RMAR SIG DEN F
HAN NÄRMAR SIG EVA OCKSA,
HON ÄR NÄRMAST PORTEN DOCK
HON ÄR INTE NÄRÂ DEN
ADÀM ÄR INTE N?iRÀ DEN HELLER

APPENDIX I Text produced by COMMENTATOR
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EVA J{R ÎILL ITöGER OM AÐAM
HON ÄR TILT VÄNSTER OM PORTEN
HON N¡TRMAR STG DEN
HON N}iRMAR SIG ADAM,OCKSÅ
HON ÄR NARMÀST PORTEN
ADAM AR INTE N:[RA DEN

EVA ÄR TILL VANSTER OM ADAM
IION ÄR TILL VANSTER OM PORTEN OCKSÂ
2\DAM }iR TTLL VÄNSTER OM DEN OCKSÂ
HAN NÄRMAR SIG DEN
EVA NARMAR SIG DEN OCKSÂ H
HON NÄRMAR STG ADAM OCKSÂ
HAN NÄRMAR SIG HENNE OCKSÁ,
HAN AR INTE N.A,RA PORTEN
EVA .ä.R NÄR.A, DEN

EVA ÄR TILL HöGER OM ADAM
HON ÄR TILL HöGER OM PORTEN OCKSÂ
HON NÄRMAR STG DEN
HON NÄRMAR STG ADA¡.I OCKSÅ I
HON .A,R INTE N.ä,RA PORTEN
ADAM }iR NARA DEN

ADAM AR TII,L VA.NSTER OM EVA
HAN A.R TILIJ HöGER OM PORTEN
HAN NÄRMAR SIG DEN
HAN NARMAR STG EVA OCKSÂ
HAN ÄR N.IiRMAST PORTEN
BÁ,DA RöR SIG AT SAMMA HÄLfJ
HON }iR INTE N.ARA PORTEN

EVA ÄR ÎILL HOGER OM ADAM
HON ÄR TILL HöGER OM PORTEN OCKS.A,
ADAM ¡[R TILL HöGER OM DEN OCKS.A
HAN NÄRMAR SIG DEN
HAN N.ARMAR SIG EVA OCKSÂ K
HON NÄRMAR SIG HONOM OCKSÅ
HAN AR NARMAST PORTEN DOCK
HAN AR NARA DEN

G

J

EVA
HAN
HAN
HAN
HAN
HAN
EVA

¡iR TTLL V:iNSTER OM ADAM
A,R TILT, HöGER olT HENNE
¡TR TILL HöGER oM PoRTEN ocKsÁ.
NÄRMAR SIG DEN I,
N}iRMAR SIG EVA OCKS.å,
ÄR NÄR.å PoRTEN
ÄR TNNE I DEN
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5 PRINT TVILKEN DRAGNINC? 1/2 (2=UPPÃ1 VANSTER)f : INPUT S : PRINT trINÎRESSE FöN

ADAM?V¡iLJ TAL NJ{RA 1 ANNARS OT

6 INPUT X

1o R(1):12 : K(1)=13 : R(2)=12 z K(2)=26: R(3)=1 : K(3)=20
16 PRINT icïR(2.z,2);ilvILL DU PLACERA ADAM oCH EvA SJALV?SKRIV J/Nrr : INPUT Q$

17 IF Qg=ilNi' THEN CoTO 20
18 ; I'SKRIV KOORDINATER FÕR ÀDAM.RAD 1-24'I : INPUT R(.I) : PRINT TKOLUMNT : TNPUT

K(1)
19 ; "EVA RAD?" : rNpUT R(2) : PRINT trKOLUMt¡r : INPUT K(2) : C0T0 40

20 RANDoMIZE: I:RND : IF I>.7 THEN R('l)=R(1)+1 ELSE lF I>-4 THEN R(1)=R(1) ELSE

R(1)=R(1)-s
25 I=RND : IF 1).7 THEN K(1)=K(1)+1 ELSE IF I>.4 THEN K(1)=K(1) ELSE K(1)=K(1)-s

30 1=RND: lF I).7 THEN R(2):R(2)+1 ELSE IF I>.4 THEN R(2)=R(2) ELSE R(2)=R(2)-S

35 I:RND : IF I).? THEN K(2)=K(2)+1 ELSE lF I>.11 THEN K(2)=K(2) ELSE K(2)=K(2)-s

40 PRINT CHR$(12) : REM RENSA SKARMEN
ri5 PRINT CUR( 1, 19) ;cHR$( 127) ; cUR( 1,20) ;cHR$( 12? ) ;CUR( 1,21 ) ;cHR$( 127)
50 PRINr cuR(2'19);cHR$(127);cUR(2,21);cHR$(127) : REM RITA PoRTEN

55 PRrNr cuR(R(1)'I((1));cHR$(65);cuR(n(2)'K(2));cHR$(69) : REM RITA A ocH E

57 PRINÎ cuR(R1 ( 1 )'Ki ( 1 ) ) ;cHR$(9f ) ;cuR(R1 (2)'K1 (2) ) ;cHR$( 101 )
100 H(1'2)=K(1)-K(2) : REM HöGER 0M

1o2 H(2'1)=K(2)-K(1)
105 u(1,2)=R(1)-R(2) : REM UNDER

110 D(1,2)=H(1,2)^2Í+U(1,2)^21 : D(2,1)=D(1,2)
115 H(1,3)=K(1)-K(3)
120 u(1,3)=R(1)-R(3)
125 H(2,3)=K(2)-K(3)
130 u(2'3)=R(2)-R(3)
135 D( 1,3):H( 1,l)^rS+u(1,3)'2%
140 D(2, 3):H(2'l)^ 2'l+U(2'3)' 2l
150 OPEN t'P8:.1" ASFILE 1 : S=0:0=0: S9=0: cs:il n

'151 F=0 : Fl:O : E1:0 : D5=0 : D?=0 : S1:0 : 01=0 : I:RND : IF I>X THEN G0T0 170

152
153
154
156
158
163
165
166
170
171
173

176
177
179
181

183
4

184

GOSUB

GOSUB

COSUB
COSUB
J=2 :

COSUB
GOSUB

S=1 : 0=2 :

S:1 : 0=3 :

S:1 : O=3 :

S=1 : O:3 :

S:1 : 0=3 :

coro 183
S:2 : O=1 :

S:2 : O=1 :

SB=1 : S9=2
S=2 : 0:l :
c-r. ô-2.

R1(1)=R(1)

GosuB 210 :

GOSUB 210 :

GOSUB 215 :

GOSUB 215 :

J='1 : GOSUB

: GOSUB 225
GOSUB 230 :

cosuB 232 :
K1(1)=K(1)

210 : H1=1 : I:RND : IF H2=0 AND I>X THEN C0T0 170
210 : P1:1 : Í=RND : lF I>X AND P2=0 THEN G0T0 171

215 : D5=1 : I=RND : IF l>X AND D6=0 THEN G0T0 173
215 : D7=1 : I=RND : IF I>X AND D8:0 THEN C0T0 175
GOSUB 222 : N1=1 : I=RND : IF I>X AND N2=0 THEN GOTO 1?6

230 : E='l : I=RND : IF E1=0 AND I>X THEN C0T0 179
232 : F=1 : I=RND : IF F1=0 AND I>X THEN COTO 181

H2:1 : I=RND : IF H1:0 AND I<X THEN C0T0 152
P2=1 : I=RND: IF I(X AND P1:0 THEN 00TO 153
D6=1 : I=RND : IF I(X AND D5=0 THEN G0T0'154
D8:1 : I=RND : IF I<X AND D7=o THEN G0T0 156
222 : N2=1 : I=RND : IF I<X ÂND N'l:O ÎHEN GOTO 158
: SB:0: S9=0
E1:1 : I=RND : IF E:0 AND I<X THEN C0T0 163
F1=1 : I=RND : IF I<X AND F=0 THEN G0T0 165

: R1(2)=R(2) : K1(2)=K(2) : D1(2'1):D(2'1) : C0T0 18

D1(1,2-)=D(1,2) : D1(1,3)=D(1,3) : D1(2,3):D(2,3): D1(2'1)=D(1'2): GoTo 16

210 IF H(S,O)>O THEN P$=ilT0RICHTrr : M5$=55$+P5$+05$
:ûTOLEFT'r : GOSUB 500 : RETURN

215 IF D(S,0)>D1(S'o) THEN P$="DISTöK" : GOSUB 500 :

UB 500 : RETURN

222 IF D(S,O)<D(J,O) THEN P$=ilNEARESTX : GOSUB 5OO :

: GOSUB 500 : RETURN ELSE P$

RETURN ELSE P$:"N¡lRMrr : GOS

RETURN ELSE RETURN

APPENDIX II The COMMENTATOR PTOgTAnìlNC
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225 rF n1 (58)-R(58)=R1 (59)-R(59) AND K1 (S8)-K(S8):K1 (59)-K(59) THEN P$:r'MOVES" :

O=0 : G0SUB 500 : RETURN ELSE RETURN

23O IF D(S,0)<9 THEN P$='rCLoSE|' : GoSUB 500 : RETURN ELSE PS:'!NCL0SE'| : GoSUB 50
O : RETURN

232 IF D(S,0)<3 THEN PS:i'IN" : GoSUB 500 : RETURN ELSE RETURN

500 M5$=S5$+P5$+o5$ : GosuB 900 : cosuB 600 : cosuB 700 : GoSUB 800 : coSUB 1000

814 IF O=3 THEN 05$:r P0RTEN r : RETURN ttat OUt=" " : RETURN

900 IF P$:ÍNCLOSEÍ AND P1$:"NCL0SEii THEN C$=r HELLER tr : RETURN

905 IF P$=Pl$ THEN C$:r OCKSÂ r : RETURN
910 IF S1=S AND P1$:|'DISTöK$ AND P$-üNEARESTS THEN C$=" pOa* il : nETURN

912 IF S1=S AND P1$='INEARESTI AND Pl$=rtþlgTÖ(tt îHEN CS:il DOCK 'r : RETURN

920 IF S<>Sl AND P1$:"NARMI AND P$:trNEARESTtr THEN C$=il DOCK " : RETURN

930 IF S<>S1 AND P$=ilNÄRlln AND P1$="NEARESTil THEN C$=r DOCK " : RETURN ELSE C$=il
rr : RETURN

1000 PRINT #1,S5$+P5$+05$+C$: S1=S: P1$=P$:01=0 : C$:t il ; 58:0 : 59:0 : 05$

1OO5 REÎURN

: NETURN
600 IF S8:1 AND S9:2 THEN S5$=n BÂDA rr : 8ETURN
601 IF S=1 AND S1:1 THEN S5$=r' HAN rt : RETURN
602 IF S=1 AND 01=1 tttt tU*=" HAN " : RETURN
604 IF S=1 THEN S5$:" ADAM t' : RETURN
ó06 IF S:2 AND S1=2 tttt 

"U*=" 
HON " : RETURN

608 IF S=2 AND 01:2 ttt* tU*=" HON " : RETURN

609 IF S=2 THEN S5$=r' EVA 'r : RETURN

700 IF P$="TORrCHTtr THEN P5$:r AR TILL HöGER 0M rr : RETURN

705 IF P$="DISTöKI THEN P5$=n AVLAQSNAR SIC FRÂN n : RETURN

710 IF PS=i'NEARESTtr THEN P5$:n AR NARMAST 'r : RETURN

712 IF P$=ÍTOLEFTÍ THEN P5$:r AR ÎILL V¡INSTER 0M " : RETURN

715 IF PS=r'NARMil THEN P5$=n NARMAR SIG " : RETURN

720 IF P$=ilMOVESil THEN p5$:'t RöR SIG AT SAMt"lA HÂLL " : RETURN
730 IF P$:"CLOSEtr THEN P5$:" lR NÃRA rr : RETURN

732 IF P$:"NCLOSEtr ÎHEN P5$;" AR INTE NÃRA r' : RETURN

735 IF P$="INil THEN P5$:r AR INNE I r' : RETURN
800 rF 0=1 ANÐ o1=1 tttt ott=" HoNoM r : BETURN
801 IF O=1 AND S1¡1 THEN 05S:r HONOM il : RETURN

802 IF O:1 tttt OUt=" ADAM" : RETURN
804 IF O=2 AND O1=2 THEN O5$=r HENNE r : RETURN
805 IF O=2 AND S1=2 tttt OUt=" HENNE r : RETURN

806 IF O¡2 THEN O5S:" EVA ri : RETURN
810 IF 0:3 AND 01:3 THEN O5S=tr DEN 'r : RETURN
812 IF 0=3 AND S1:3 THEN O5$=" DEN" 3 BETURN




